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• Embedding-based evaluation measures have shown 
promising improvements 


• Various intrinsic metrics are used in these measures

• The relations between these metrics are unclear, 

making it difficult to determine which measure to use 
in real applications. 


 
Lazy Earth Mover’s 

Distance  
is a Better Intrinsic 

Metric

v

HIGHLIGHTS

MOTIVATION

Existing Intrinsic Metrics:

• Generalized precision, recall, F-score (In BERTScore 

(ICLR, 2019) )

• Earth mover’s distance (In WMD (ICML, 2014), 

MoverScore (EMNLP, 2019))

We prove that they correspond to optimal transport 
plan under different hard constraints

RESULTS

TRY IT! 
https://github.com/Beastlyprime/lazy_emd 

INTRINSIC METRICS

• Existing intrinsic metrics can be bridged by optimal transport 
problem. They correspond to optimal transport plan under 
different hard constraints on the marginal.


• Existing intrinsic metrics induce incomplete and noisy matching, 
due to the hard constraints.


• We propose Lazy Earth Mover’s Distance, an intrinsic metric 
induced by optimal transport problem with soft bilateral 
constraints.


• Theoretically and experimentally, evaluation measure based on 
Lazy Earth Mover’s Distance produces better evaluation results.

Lazy-EMD

MATCHING PROBLEMS
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Experiments results on WMT19 translation benchmark. 


• Evaluation quality is measured by segment level 
correlations with human judgements.


• Results show Lazy-EMD achieves the best on 12 of 
15 language pairs

We use different penalty parameters  for 3 kinds 
of different target languages (English, Chinese and 
others). The following table shows the performances of 
Lazy-EMD under the three different parameters on 
WMT19, to further study the influence of different 
penalty parameters.


λr, λc

• Lazy-EMD is induced from unbalanced optimal 
transport problem, which relaxes the hard marginal 
constraints.


• Lazy-EMD recovers EMD, Generalized P, R at the 
limits:

• Lazy matching alleviates the incomplete and noisy 
matching problems: (c: distance p: matching weight)

• Incomplete matching: 
happens when 
paraphrases in two 
sentences are partly 
matched.


• Noisy matching: happens 
when words are matched 
to less related ones, 
instead of their semantic 
neighbors.


We prove that Generalized 
Precision, Recall and EMD 
have the above two 
problems.

Reference: The young 
man in a slicker.

Candidate: The boy in a 
coat.

It shows:


• The performance of Lazy-EMD is insensitive to slight 
variation on the parameters.


• Optimal parameter choices differ between languages.



